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AND
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Futures Strategy Specialists
Founded in 2006, the Future Today Institute helps leaders and
their organizations prepare for deep uncertainty and complex
futures. We surface and monitor longitudinal technology trends,
explore plausible outcomes, and develop strategies.

We answer your most challenging questions using strategic foresight.

What is your organization’s
FutureX?

What tech trends should we
monitor? When do we act?

How do we mange
Covid-19 disruption?

Every organization and industry must take
an active role in building its future. Our
FutureX projects reveal your plausible future
states, whether that’s a new business unit or
service line, a bold strategic plan, or a clear
vision for how to shape your industry. We use
our technology-led, data-driven forecasting
methodology for FutureX projects, which
includes: signal mapping, trend identification, scenario development, risk modeling,
visioning and strategic planning.

How can you distinguish between
“trend” and “trendy,” and which longterm trends should your business be
following? FTI’s rigorous, data-driven
method for finding, tracking and monitoring trends is used by hundreds of
organizations worldwide. We work with
your team to surface relevant trends
and develop an escalation system so
you know when to take actions on them.

The global coronavirus pandemic will lead to
downstream implications we’re only beginning to
see. Now is the time to rewrite your strategic plan
and to create recovery scenarios for your company and industry. We will develop a series of provocative scenarios that describe future states in a
post-Covid world and help you see new opportunities where previously you only saw constraints.
We will reveal your preferred future state, and we
will empower you to discover and take the steps
you need to achieve your desired outcomes.
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A clear articulation of your time horizons;
alignment on your organization’s vision
for the future; identification of signals and
trends relevant to your industry; stakeholder matrix including familiar, adjacent and
future players; scenarios describing your organization’s optimistic, pessimistic and preferred futures; a clear, risk-balanced strategy
to take action on your preferred outcomes;
capabilities to continue doing strategic foresight work within your organization.

Identification of signals relevant to
your industry; a list of trends your
organization should track; a method to
calculate the trajectory and impact of
those trends; a tool to determine when
to escalate those trends for action.

A clear articulation of your time horizons over
the immediate, near and long-term; alignment
on your organization’s vision for the future; a set
of scenarios describing your organization’s optimistic, pessimistic and preferred future scenarios;
a clear, risk-balanced strategy to take action on
your preferred outcomes.
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A multinational CPG organization’s FutureX
involved reimagining the global cold chain.
We used our FTI methodology to create a
new technology roadmap, agile global supply chain initiatives, and future organizational design. This resulted in a new blueprint
for how other products can be planned, developed and scaled. The process also built
measurable internal capacity for strategic
foresight within the organization.

In building its strategy for the future of
content, a major media organization
needed to identify drivers of change
within its industry as well as external
drivers influencing the future of news
and entertainment media. We developed a map of rich, diverse information
that offered micro and macro trends
for the client as well as the media and
telecommunications industries. We created a tool now used by the company
to determine when and what kind of
action to take on trends.

Using our scenario modeling frameworks,
we advised a multinational investment bank
on the next-order economic implications of the
Covid-19 crisis. We developed clear optimistic,
neutral and catastrophic futures and developed
a set of recovery scenarios spanning different
industries. We applied one of our measurement
frameworks to enable the client to evaluate and
prioritize strategic actions.

Learn more at www.futuretodayinstitute.com or email hello@futuretodayinstitute.com

